LED2 takes the distinctive design and innovative
technology of Tunto onto a new level, providing
eye-catching, sophisticated illumination for all
kinds of spaces. The subtle, touch-sensitive
switch technology gives a true feel of the material
and finishing of the lamp.
LED2 has received several awards, including
the coveted international red dot award in
product design in 2010, the Green Good Design
award in 2010 and a Deutsche Designpreis
nomination in 2011.
Designed by Tunto founder Mikko Kärkkäinen.

LED2 is available in oak, walnut, and birch.
The woods are hand-picked to ensure the best
possible quality and certified to support
responsible forest management.
The oak and walnut are from North America, and
the birch comes from Finland.

Oak

LED2 uses the innovative, touch-sensitive
technology that Tunto is renowned for. Using
the lamp is environmentally friendly, as the LED
lights use little electricity (15 W), while producing
a lighting level of 870 lumen.

Purple

Birch
Walnut
Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Pink
Yellow
Green

Choose your favourite colour from the eleven
Tunto colours.

Turquoise
Blue
White

COLOURS AND MATERIALS

Size 			
weight 			
thickness 		

1200 x 420 x 260 mm
5,2 kg
10 mm

power use		
Voltage			
Output			
Cord length 		

15 W
100-240V 47-63 Hz 400mA
24V 625mA
1,7 m

Power supply 		
Suitable 		

FRIWO Germany
EURO, UK, USA / Japan

led2 lx

0,6

0,4

Kelvin			3000 K
Lumen			870 lm

0,2

0

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

max 200 lux
180

0,4

150

0,6

100

0,8

60

20 cm

0,2

20 cm

80

Package size		
Package weight		

1300 x 550 x 360
10,5 kg

Available materials
Surface finish		

Oak, walnut and birch
Lacquer

indoor use only						 09/11

Tunto creates design that makes a difference.
Our products are handmade with love at our own workshop in Järvenpää, Finland.
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